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Fig. 2 Prototype manifold multiplexer
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(corresponding to noiiliiieai- functions) are the sampling frequencies in the frequency range [o,,(i) Aq,(i)/2 : UJ,,(I) + Aw,,(i)/2] (i =
I . .... n. i i I F the number of channels. wJi) the resonance frequency
and A the bandwidth of the ith channel). Fig. 4a and b illustrate
the nonlinear functions. For each multiplexer, we use approxiinately 300 iionlineiir functions to optimise 16 parameters per
channel for six-pole dual-mode filters
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Signal transform covariant to scale changes
R.G. Baraniuk

W

Indexing terms: Signal processing. Transforms
A unitary signal transformation that

i s covariant hq tranalauon to
scale changes (dilations and compressions) in the signal 15 formulated and justified. Unltke the Mellin transform. which is invariant to scale changes. this new transform IS a true indicator of the
scale content of a qignal.

0

Fig. 4 Nonlinear function> before and after optimisation

Before opt t i n isati oti
h Aficr opiiiiii\ation
.I

When F(x) is less than a prespecified acceptable return loss
\ d u e (objecthe function). then all return losses (nonlinear func-

tion>)are acceptable. We can therefore stop the optimisation (Fig.
4bi.

This procedure does not require dummy matching elements
because all parametei-s are optiniised. An example of a 12 channel,
12GHz contiguous band multiplexer with optimisation (Fig. 3) is
pi-ehented. Each channel has a useful bandwidth of 27MHz with a
channel %paratton of 30 MHz and return losses prespecified equal
to 26dB

freauencv.
.
. GHz
Fig. 3 Multiplexer transmission and return loss responses with optimi,.111o11

Biinduidth 27MHr. distance between t u o resonance frequencies :

Introduction: The concept of scale has been a subject of considerable interest recently, due to the introduction of the wavelet transform and classes of bilinear timescale distributions [l-3]. Because
these tools analyse signals only in terms of their joint timescale
content. it is relevant to consider also transforms indicating solely
the scale content of signals. Traditional concepts such as the time
content and frequency content of a signal (x)t can be expressed in
terms of x(t) and its Fourier transform (Fx)(f)[Note I ] . However.
the situation with scale is more confused, with a variety of transforms proposed to indicate scale content.
Most approaches to date have been based on or have resulted in
the Mellin transform [2]

It is natural to insist that a transform indicating the scale colitent of a signal must change as the scale of the signal is changed.
This requirement immediately eliminates the Mellin transform
from contention as a scale indicating transform, because it is
invariant to scale changes. That is. defining the scale change or
dilation operator as (D,x)(t) = x(edt) e-d2.we have

3OMH7. retui-ii Ius> : 26dB

l ( . \ f D , f r ) ( c )=
l l(.\Ir)(c)l

Conclusion: An optimisation procedure for the computer-aided
design of a waveguide niulttplexer has been described. This
method is based on an analysis algorithm for the equivalent circuit
of the multiplerer The filters used in the multiplexer can be either
chi-ect-coupled 01-multiple-coupled cavity filters. An example of a
I ? channel. I2GHz wareguide output multiplexer IS included. To
oui- knouledge. such ii structui-e constitutes the state of the art in
output iiiiiitiple\ei-s for satellite transponders.
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The aim of this Letter is to derive and justify the signal transform

( , S . r ) ( u )=

F"/?J(F"f,,)

(:<)

that is covariant by translation to scale changes

(.SD,jZ)(.) = (.>'.r)(u
- d)

(4)

The derivation of this scale transform will use some simple concepts from unitary operator theory and eigenanalysis.
Mathematical background: Define the time-shift and frequencyshift operators as (T,g)(u) = g(u-t) and (F,g)(u) = eJ?p'"g(u),respectively. The time, frequency, and dilation operators are unitary
Because a unitary operator V maps the signal space of square-inte[Note I ] . The bracket inovation (ugl (I,)represents the rewlt of operating on the runction (signall g w t h the operator 11and then CYBIUsting at the point I!
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grable functions L(R) back onto itself in a way that preserves its
structure exactly, it can be interpreted as simply a relabelling operator that takes every function x E L2(R) and gives it a new name
Vx. This relabelling is equivalent to changing the frame of reference or to changing bases. Two operators, A and B, are defined as
unitarily equivalent if they are equivalent modulo a change of
basis, that is, if B = U-IAU for some unitary transformation U

WSI.
Given a linear operator Q on L2(R), solution of the eigenequation

(5)
yields the eigenfunctions {e,Q(r)) and the eigenvalues {&Q} of Q,
both of which are indexed by the parameter q. If Q is unitary,
then the eigenfunctions form an orthonormal basis for L'(R). In
this case, the basis expansion onto these eigenfunctions yields
another unitary operator, which we will refer to as the Q-Fourier
transform F,. The forward transform of a signal x E Lz(R) is
given by

Note that F, is invariant (up to a phase shift) to the operator Q;
that is, l(F~Qx)(d/= I(Fpx)(dl.
The eigenfunctions of the time operator e:(u) = @'pru yield the
usual Fourier transform FT = F, while the eigenfunctions of the
frequency operator, e,'(u) = S(u-t), yield the (trivial) signal transform (FFx)(t) = x(t). The eigenfunctions of the dilation operator
on L2(R+)are the 'hyperbolic chirp' functions

= u-1/2e.?2ack"

,

21

>0

(7)

Because these functions are by definition invariant to dilations, the
Mellin transform Fo in eqn. 1 is likewise invariant.
Scale transform: The derivation of the scale transform follows
directly from the unitary equivalence of the time, frequency, and
dilation operators. The key observation is as follows. The transform FT based on the time operator eigenfunctions indicates the
frequency content of a signal x, because it IS covariant to frequency
shifts Fx of the signal. Similarly, the transform FF based on the
frequency operator eigenfunctions indicates the time content of a
signal, because it is covariant to time shifts Tx of the signal.
Therefore, the transform FHcovariant to the scale operator will be
based on the eigenfunctions of an operator H that is dual to the
scale operator in the same sense that the time and frequency operators are dual.
Fortunately, the time and dilation operators are unitary equivalent, allowing the direct computation of H. The time operator (on
L'(R)) and the dilation operator (on L2(R+))are related by

where

E

-

: L2(R+)

Dd

= E-'TdE

(8)

L'(R) is the unitary exponential axis warping

and to is an arbitrary positive reference time. Because the dual
operator to time shift is frequency shift, the dual operator to dilation is therefore H, = E-IF~E.
The eigenfunctions of H are given by

e,"(.) = (€-'e:)

(U)

= eU/'6(u - e U t o ) ,

U

>o

the FF transform, the functions e,"(u) in eqn. 10 play the role of
pure scale functions having no spread about their inherent scale U.
The scale transform can he applied to measure scale content in
any domain, so long as the variable t of the function x(t) is interpreted appropriately. One particularly enlightening interpretation
considers t as a spatial variable in an imaging system, with x(t) the
distribution of an object in the direction perpendicular to the
image plane; then o represents a zoom parameter and the spread
of Sx indicates the amount of focus change required to successively bring all of the object into focus at the image plane.
While S is defined only for one-sided signals in L2(R+), signals
in Lz(R) can he handled by computing separate scale transforms
along the positive and negative time axes. Alternatively, we can
consider two values + & of the reference time parameter.
Conclusions: Scale is a relative quantity ('this thing is twice as
large as that thing'), and so we should anticipate difficulties with a
transform indicating purely the scale content of a signal. The scale
transform derived here is simply a warped version of fhe signal
being analysed, and thus it is instantaneous in the sense that its
value (Sx)(o) at point U depends only on the signal value x(e't,) at
point e"t,. This is contrary to most other popular signal transforms, including the Fourier and Mellin transforms, which use
integral averages over the totality of the signal time axis to compute a single value of the transform. However, the instantaneity of
the scale transform is not completely heretical, because the concept of scale is bound closely to the physical domain where it is
applied.
Finally, we note that the concept of duality introduced in the
scale transform section can be related to the concept of orthogonality of operators developed in detail in [5]. This approach is
used to generalise the results of this Letter to other operators in
[61.
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(10)
The expansion of eqn. 6 onto these eigenfunctions yields the scale
transform FH = S given in eqn. 3 for signals in L2(R+).This transform clearly possesses the dilation covariance property eqn. 4.
Interpretation: Although almost disappointingly simple, the transform of eqn. 3 has the attributes of a scale indicating transform.
Just as the value x(t) of the time function at the point t indicates
the signal content at the reference point t = 0 when the signal is
translated by -t seconds, the value (Sx)(o) of the scale transform
at the point U indicates the signal content at the reference point t
= ta when the signal is dilated by the factor 4 . Furthermore, by
analogy to the pure frequency functions efT(u) = f12pru of the FT
Fourier transform and the pure time functions e:(u) = S(u - t) of
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Interfacial polarisation in AI-Y,O,-Si0,-Si
capacitor
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~

The variation by a factor of 2 in the observed permittivity of
yttrium oxide film is explained in terms of interfacial polarisation
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